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Abstract 
The organization of freight train movement is subordinated to the adopted production 
scheme in operation. If the production scheme is not considered plausibly, the 
management of freight train movement is “helpless” in providing a service of good quality 
and no improvements on the performance of railway freight system could be expected. 
This paper concentrates on analyzing freight train movement, and explores the behaviour 
of formation yards in terms of a network. Included in this paper are a brief historical 
review of the adopted production schemes and a discussion of the evaluation and 
amelioration of the current production scheme of freight train movement of the railway 
freight operator under study, “Comboios de Portugal” (CP). A new production scheme is 
also discussed. Validations of the benefits of the new production scheme by a comparison 
with the current production scheme of CP through aggregate measures of some of the yard 
subsystems’ performance are also provided. A simulation modelling experiment is 
conducted by using an event simulation language. A simulation modelling methodology 
for analysing freight train movement in railway network is developed. The simulation 
model replicates the performance of railway freight system so that production schemes 
can be analyzed, evaluated and improved. 
Keywords 
Railway Freight Transportation, Formation Yards, Production Scheme, Simulation 
Modelling Methodology 
1 Introduction 
Looking at the production scheme of a railway freight system one could judge for the 
level of its performance, for the resources and skill of the staff, for the quality of the 
service provided, for its strengths and weaknesses, for its clients, for its costs and profits 
and even for its forthcoming development. The organization of freight train movement is 
subordinated to the adopted production scheme in operation. If the production scheme is 
not considered plausibly, the organization of freight train movement is “helpless” in 
providing a service of good quality and no improvements on the performance of railway 
freight system could be expected.  
This paper begins with a description of the two important concepts that apply to 
railway transportation management. These are: capacity and congestion. This is followed 
by a brief review of the methods for capacity research and congestion analysis. A 
simulation modelling experiment is conducted by using an event simulation language. The 
simulation model developed replicates the performance of railway freight system so that 
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production schemes can be analyzed, evaluated and improved. A description of the 
technical aspects of running simulation comes next followed by a detailed presentation of 
the simulation modelling methodology developed. The brief historical review of the 
adopted production schemes of CP, evaluation concepts and extractions of the results 
obtained are presented in the shape of case study. This paper concludes with a discussion 
of the major contribution, and provides suggestions for further research. 
2 Capacity and Congestion 
Before proceeding, it is necessary to introduce important concepts that apply to rail 
transportation management. This is of importance to the methodology for developing 
simulation models for analysing the freight train movement in complex railway networks. 
There are two important concepts that apply to rail transportation management [18]. 
These are capacity and congestion. 
Capacity is the ability to process trains. It is measured in trains per unit of time. The 
assets available including infrastructure, equipment and personnel affect capacity. 
Capacity management must be a primary consideration of transportation planning. In 
operation between yards, the infrastructure is generally of limited capacity. When traffic 
exceeds capacity, congestion occurs and the system is blocked.  
There may be line congestion and yard congestion. 
A yard congestion problem is similar to a main line congestion problem. In situation of 
line congestion, the congestion will continue until the rate of approaching traffic has bean 
reduced to less than capacity for a sufficient time to disperse the accumulated trains. In 
situation of yard congestion, the congestion will continue until the arrival rate is reduced 
to less than the service rate of the yard and the accumulated traffic has been processed. 
It is not possible to determine one single measure for the capacity of a whole railway 
network. The problem is not exactly at the measure itself. In analyzing capacity and 
congestions, great care should be given in analyzing how the different elements of the 
railway network interact and influence one-another. 
The main concept for capacity analysis is to divide the railway network into elements 
and after that, capacity research to be conducted separately for each element [8]. It is also 
necessary to determine capacity measures separately for different parts of the railway 
network. However, one must not neglect that all parts which are regarded separately 
belong to one network and the possible exploitation of one part of the network depends 
not only on the theoretical capacity of this part but also on the capacity of the adjacent 
parts. To take this into consideration, it is required to have a very detailed knowledge, 
understanding and experience in railway operations; otherwise even the most advanced 
computer-based tools for capacity analyses would not lead to results of real value. 
Furthermore, in train movement there are factors [2], [6], [11], such as: stochastic 
behaviour, different structures, equipment and work technology at railway facilities, 
compound delays, and ripple effects from conflicts at complex junctions, terminals, and 
railroad-railroad crossings at grade, track blockage, train breakdowns, interruptions, 
merging multiple rail lines into a single line and vice versa. 
All these factors make the development of analytical models to analyze congestions on 
a railway network of double and single-track extremely difficult. One known analytical 
modelling approach is to model each rail track segment of the network as a separate 
G/G/m/b queue. This concept has been supported in [16], [17], where such a concept is 
generally implemented for small networks for modelling yard behaviour and the adjacent 
sections. The problem with this modelling approach is that each network segment is 
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treated independently and the model does not capture the interaction between segments. 
The approach could be used for studying capacity of each segment separately. However, 
this approach is not plausible in studying congestion in railway networks.  
Another modelling approach is analytical models that consist of a network of queues 
that have general distribution for arrival and service time. However, queuing networks 
that have general distributions are difficult to solve [19], operate generally with 
approximations [3], [4] and cannot handle non-stationary behaviours. Moreover, the 
performance measures estimated are not susceptible to random fluctuations.  
Simulation provides more realistic results for studying capacity and congestions in 
complex railway networks consisting of lines and yards. 
Petersen and Taylor [10] presented a model for line simulation and optimization. The 
modelling concept is to divide the line into segments that represent the track stretches 
between adjacent switches. Petersen-Taylor’s model is implemented in “FORTRAN” 
language. Their model contains 1800 lines of code. 
Katchaunov et al. [6] developed a simulation model for analyzing a railway section 
using General Process System Simulation (GPSS) language. Their aim is to obtain the 
main technological indices for the exploitation of railway section through different 
equipment and changes made in technical configuration, and infrastructure. In order to 
replicate the train movement by means of an adapted work technology of railway section, 
they use “Boolean” variables at the checking regime. The disadvantage is that a lot of man 
and machine run-time is lost. Their simulation model contains 350 lines of code. 
Dessouky and Leachman [2] developed a simulation modelling methodology for a 
generic double track network, and a separate model to represent train movement on a 
generic single track rail network. Again the main idea behind the presented modelling 
approach is to divide the rail network into track segments. The simulation models are 
developed in SLAM II Simulation language, where by using the built-in functionality 
such as activities, queue, resources, and complicated logic at the source and destination 
terminals for train movement are integrated. In Dessouky-Leachman’s simulation 
modelling methodology the majority of the classified trains are assumed to arrive by 
Poisson arrival process. The arrival times of a few trains are predetermined and assumed 
to be known. For most studied terminals, they consider the limited capacity of tracks for 
trains to wait for loading and unloading. The layover time depends on the terminal; some 
of them are modelled as a fixed time. The train movement into and out of the intermodal 
terminals as well as the train dwell times vary according to the terminal configuration. 
The storage time is modelled as an exponential random variable with the mean equal to 1 
day.  
The primary concern in studying capacity and congestions by dividing railway 
network into segments is how the railway network is decomposed. The accuracy of the 
model is dependent on how the segmentation is made. Dividing the railway network into 
small segments provides for a more detailed representation of train movement. However, 
too small of a segmentation may meaninglessly complicate the model without much gain 
in accuracy and useful information for evaluation, analysis and accurate decision-making 
to be accomplished. Consequently, a very important issue is to determine the appropriate 
level of detail to include in the model. 
3 Simulation Modelling Experiment 
The simulation modelling experiment conducted here for studying freight train movement 
in a network is a visual simulation model created and implemented using a computer 
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package for event simulation. The main idea behind the simulation modelling approach is 
to simulate the freight train movement over the railway network by dividing the entire 
network into segments so that the behaviour of each segment can be analyzed separately. 
The simulation model takes the shape of queuing networks. The components of the 
queuing networks are interconnected queuing systems that interact and influence one 
another, so that the global impact of freight train operations is captured. The queuing 
systems replicate the preliminary specified segments that consist of set of work centres 
(i.e., servers) and/or storage areas (i.e., capacity limitations). This modelling approach 
allows us to study the “bottleneck(s)” (i.e., congestion(s)) and the capacity of railway 
network segments. Furthermore, the created simulation model is utilized to evaluate the 
current production scheme of freight train movement of the railway freight operator under 
examination, which is a prime objective. 
 
3.1 Simulation Language Used 
 
A powerful tool to study general processes and operations is SIMUL 8 simulation 
language [15]. SIMUL 8 is a computer package for event simulations that allows us to 
create visual animation models of a wider range of queuing systems by drawing functional 
objects and attributes directly on the program screen. 
When the system being examined is properly modelled a simulation experiment can be 
undertaken. The flow moving over the queuing network is shown by animation so that the 
appropriateness of the created simulation models can be assessed. When the structure of 
the model is confirmed a number of trials are run. Measures of performance are described 
statistically. 
We concentrate on the usage of SIMUL 8’s computer package below. 
 
The SMUL 8’s Building Blocks 
In simulating queuing systems by SIMUL 8 there is a bunch of building blocks to be 
known and used. Each block is characterized with specific, irreplaceable properties. The 
accuracy of the models and representation of real systems being simulated, depend on the 
accurate description and positioning of the blocks and on the right linkages between them. 
The linkages identify the service path of the “work items” which are the objects to be 
processed by the system being scrutinized. 
Building blocks of first importance in SIMUL 8 environment are, as follows: 
Work Entry Point (WEP) – this is a generator of work items. The work items are 
served by the system. In other words this is where the customer arrives in the queuing 
system to be served. The customer may be of many different natures. In the present case, 
in general, the customer is a freight train. The WEP is characterized by an arrival pattern. 
The arrival pattern may be fixed, meaning deterministic arrivals or a particular probability 
distribution, meaning stochastic arrivals. 
Work Centre – this is where the customer is being served by a server. The complex 
queuing systems consist of a set of work centres through which the service is executed in 
specific order in accordance with customer’s processing path. Every work centre is 
characterized with inbound traffic, service pattern and outbound traffic. The outbound 
traffic is to be routed to other objects in a variety of ways, i.e., to next work centre, or to a 
“buffer” (Storage Area) waiting for next operation, or to leave the system when the full 
service is completed. The service pattern is to follow a particular probability distribution.  
Storage Area – this is found as buffers or queues. Briefly said, this is where the 
customer is held while waiting to be served. 
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Work Exit Point (WEP) – this is where the customer leaves the system and the service 
is declared as “finished”. 
 
Routing 
Routing is the way by which the building blocks are connected with one another in order 
to manage the sequence of services to the customers. These are the linkages of the whole 
structure and in the simulation experiment they are to follow the throughput line of the 
service. Simply the linkages are made up by Work Flow Arrows which indicate the 
default path for the customer moving through the technological sub-systems and storage 
areas of which the simulation model consists. 
An important feature is that when there is no buffer between two successive 
technological sub-systems, but there is a direct link between them, by default the 
customers do not move from the first technological sub-system to the second until the 
second technological sub-system is ready to serve them. 
 
Technical Aspects of Running Simulations 
An issue of first importance is that the simulation is performed for a certain period of 
time, according to plausible initial conditions, and for a sufficient number of experiments 
i.e., simulation trials. This is the art of making simulation, rather than the way of building 
simulation models. 
 By default the simulation starts off with no customers in the system being analysed. 
Such a case might be applicable in some occasions, but not to all. In most transportation 
systems e.g., there is a never-ending stream of vehicles. Therefore, if the simulation starts 
off with no customers in the system one creates an idle period which might not face the 
reality and yields unrealistic results for a while. This issue is known in queuing theory as 
transient behaviour and is advisable to be avoided in order to allow the system under 
analysis to approach a steady state. SIMUL 8 allows this by insetting a “Warm-up 
Period”. Such an option sets a number of time units in starting off the simulation and 
permits the customers to become spread throughout the system. 
Furthermore when one conducts a simulation experiment one works with instances. 
Every second instance provides hardly ever the same results as the previous one. So there 
is a level of variation in simulation experiment one should be aware of. In reality there is 
variation from day to day, from month to month, from semester to semester, from shift to 
shift etc. In fulfilling the simulation experiment one makes “runs”. Each run is 
characterized with a proper set of random numbers. It is called “Random Sampling”. 
Every random sampling yields a different time plot and a different set of results. 
Consequently, to investigate the level of variation, it requires a number of replicates for 
each time period of one and the same simulation model to be conducted but with different 
random samples. The level of variation is easily investigated in SIMUL 8 environment by 
conducting multiple runs automatically through “Conduct trial” option. 
 
Interruptions 
In simulation of queuing systems one assumes that the arrival pattern is a “given”. In 
some railways, for the sake of the service the systems operate on schedules, meaning 
appointed customer arrival times and appointed customer departure times. To put it 
briefly, it means that the systems at providing their service are to meet a deadline. In 
doing so, in order to meet an appointed deadline the systems in their schedules insert 
waiting and idle times. Moreover, depending on the service process, maintenance 
requirements and safety reasons, there are stoppages in operations known in advance. The 
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aforementioned intervals have by nature timing dimensions and are found as “expected 
interruptions”. Another class of interruptions is the unexpected. Unexpected interruptions 
are caused by unpredictable factors seen in service perturbations, schedule discrepancies, 
breakdowns, and technical failures. 
To set and control interruptions in simulating by SIMUL 8 one operates with the 
Efficiency Dialog Box. 
 
Measures of System Performance (MSPs) 
In SIMUL 8 the measures of system performance are assessed per building block. 
For a Work Entry Point the computed MSPs are, as follows: 
- Number of work items entered 
- Number of work items lost 
For a Storage Area the computed MSPs are, as follows: 
- Number of work items in storage. This is the queue length and its pattern can be seen 
in a graphic window. 
- Queuing Time demonstrated in two sets – the first set is to all work items; the second 
set is only to those work items which had to queue. The distribution of queuing times can 
be seen in a graph window. 
For a Work Centre the computed MSPs are: 
- Number of work items (currently in the centre; completed; average; minimum and 
maximum). 
- The percentage of time for which the given Work Centre is either awaiting work, 
working, blocked or stopped. It can be plainly visualized by a pie chart. 
For a Work Exit Point the computed MSPs are work-complete results, as follows: 
- Number of work items completed 
- Times in system (average, minimum and maximum as well as standard deviation). 
 
3.2 A Simulation Modelling Methodology for Analysing Freight Train Movement in 
Railway Network 
 
The adopted concept for simulation of the freight train movement over the railway 
network is to replicate the performance of railway freight system so that production 
schemes can be analyzed, evaluated and improved. The production scheme is a general 
pattern by which the railway freight operator provides its “network-based” business. More 
accurately, the production scheme is an adopted general tactical model of freight train 
movement. 
The production scheme is seen in the input characteristics at simulation modelling. 
The input characteristics are arrival and departure patterns.  
The methodology for building the simulation model in order to replicate and analyse 
the detailed freight train movement and further evaluate the organization of railway 
freight transportation is, as follows: 
i. There are n freight trains originated over the railway network that are to provide freight 
transportation service. They are generated by m Work Entry Points which we named 
“Generators”. The generation pattern of freight trains is controlled to follow a particular 
probability distribution. The generators are numerated from 01 to n. Results observed are 
a number of freight trains generated per generator for a certain period of time. 
ii. In order for a more detailed representation to be achieved, the railway network is 
decomposed into segments such as dispatch and terminal rail yards, railway lines (double 
and/or single-track), formation yards, rail crossings, and passenger rail stations. In the 
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simulation model each segment is codified by the adopted facility name and code. 
The railway network segments as itemized above have different characteristics and 
functions. Therefore, in order to replicate plausibly the railway network being modelled a 
detailed data collection describing the characteristics and the functions of each segment is 
required. 
In the developed simulation model, the railway network segments are considered and 
replicated as follows: 
iii. The dispatch and terminal rail yards are facilities in which loading and unloading 
processes are fulfilled. They are characterized with a limited number of tracks for freight 
trains to wait for loading and unloading. A limited number of tracks are modelled by 
inserting Storage Areas with finite capacity equal to the number of available tracks. The 
loading and unloading tracks are also used for freight trains to queue. It is assumed that 
only one freight train at a time can occupy any available track, which is imposed by the 
technical configuration of these yards. 
The operating processes at the dispatch/terminal rail yards are modelled by inserting a 
Work Centre(s). Service times vary according to the technical configuration, available 
equipment and adopted work technology. 
Measures of dispatch/terminal rail yards’ performance are the number of total entered 
freight trains, queuing time statistics (average, minimum, maximum and standard 
deviations), the number of processed freight trains, the percentage of time for which the 
dispatch/terminal rail yards are either awaiting work, working, blocked, or stopped. 
iv. The concept for the double railway lines is that all freight trains travelling in one 
direction (and only those) use one of the tracks. Thus, the double railway lines are 
modelled by separate Work Centres, one work centre for each direction. The travelling 
time on a track is identical with the service time. Travelling times vary according to the 
line length, traction, alignment, slope, number and radius of curves. 
v. The concept for the single railway lines is that freight trains travelling in the two 
directions use the same track. Thus, a single railway lines is modelled by a single Work 
Centre(s) that represents the freight train movement on both directions. Travelling times 
are deterministic, but with an added random component. The distribution describing the 
random component is an input to the model. This concept has been supported in the work 
of Dessouky and Leachman [2]. 
vi. The formation yards are indispensable components for the railway freight operation. 
For railway network-wide policies, especially at tactical planning level, it is of prime 
importance how the allocation of workload among the yards within the network is stated 
so that the “best” railway network performance is accomplished and the railway freight 
service provided is of good quality in terms of client satisfaction and seamless operation. 
In the developed simulation model for analysing freight train movement in railway 
network, the formation yards are divided into Arrival Area, Shunting Area and Departure 
Area. All the yard areas are characterized with a limited capacity of tracks. It is modelled 
by Storage Areas with finite capacity equal to the number of available tracks per area. The 
measures that one observes are total number of freight trains and queuing time statistics. 
Also, one can observe the pattern of the queue length which is displayed by a histogram. 
The freight train arrives on an empty yard track of the Arrival Area. There may be n 
arrival tracks, which may also be used as tracks for departure, the present case. Not all the 
yard tracks may accommodate arriving and/or leaving freight trains. At the arrival area the 
freight train is received, inspected, and prepared for shunting. This is replicated by a Work 
Centre. In [9] it is argued that the service times in arrival areas are deterministic, can be 
predetermined and assumed to be known and can be modelled with Fixed distributions. 
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According to our experience we suggest observations of service times to be made, data to 
be collected and analysed. Such an exercise will lead the analyst to the proper distribution 
to include in the simulation model. 
At the shunting area the freight trains are shunted, meaning the freight car blocks 
coming with inbound freight trains are reassembled into outbound freight trains in 
accordance with their next destinations. In other words, in the shunting area the freight 
trains are broken down and made up. The responsible body is a yard crew. The shunting is 
replicated by a Work Centre. The service times are normally distributed. Measures of 
interest are the percentage of time for which the shunting system is either awaiting work, 
working, stopped or blocked. They also demonstrate the yard crew utilization for a certain 
period of simulation experiment. 
In the departure area, the freight trains are inspected and prepared for departure. The 
operating processes on freight trains’ departure are also represented by a Work Centre. 
Interesting MOPs are the percentage of time for which the departure system is either 
awaiting work, working, blocked, or stopped. 
vii. The rail crossings are facilities that merge or split two or more railway lines. 
Depending on the technical configuration, available infrastructure and adopted work 
technology the operation at rail crossings can be modelled by one or two Work Centres. 
viii. Passenger Rail Stations have an auxiliary function for the rail freight movement. The 
freight trains that bypass some yards use the main lines of passenger rail stations. They are 
modelled by Storage Areas with a finite capacity equal to a number of station lines and 
Work Centre(s). Service times are deterministic and identical with the times for passing of 
trains through the station without stopping. 
ix. In order to indicate where a freight train(s) leaves the system, Work Exit Points are 
used. In the simulation model, there are l Work Exit Points spread throughout the 
represented railway network. Interesting MOPs observed is the number of freight trains 
left the system through the l Work Entry Point. 
4 Case Study 
4.1 Production Schemes 
 
In this section we provide a brief historical review of the adopted production schemes by 
the railway freight operator under study, “Comboios de Portugal” (CP). 
 
Hump - “Época do Cavalo” 
“Época do Cavalo” is also known as “Época do Vagão Difuso”. During this period tactical 
planning had not been used. Service had been provided in accordance with the appearance 
of the client i.e., “new client appears – new road in the schedule appears”. 
CP had served many clients having different origins and requiring different 
destinations. The personnel are used to say that there were “50 clients - 50 freight cars - 
50 different origins and 50 different destinations”. The freights transported had been very 
defused and varied, from fish, eggs, cheese and bicycles to grain and iron. Freight trains 
had been scheduled to make many stops in order to serve many clients on the railroads. 
One freight train had been travelling from “Entroncamento” to “Lisbon” (100 kilometres) 
for 14 hours. 
The rearrangement of freight cars had been fulfilled by “Entroncamento’s hump”. 
There had been tracks identified as classification lines for the main destinations on the 
railway network (i.e., separate tracks for the classification of freight cars that go to Linha 
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do Douro, Linha do Milho, Linha do Leixoes; Linha da Beira Alta and Beira Baixa, Linha 
do Leste etc.) 
There was no particular mode established for transmitting the feedback from the 
terrain to the administration. 
 
Work Out in Detail -“Época do Detalhe” – in operation by March, 2004 
During this period, the operational policy was changed and some foundation of 
operational planning was founded by: 
-realizing the integrity and regularity of freight transportation service by rail 
-prioritizing and scaling categories of freight 
-stop serving all the demand origins and focus only on the freight origins appropriate 
for rail 
-grouping together freight cars with one and the same destination 
-establishing official schedules of freight trains 
Generally, there were two types of freight trains: scheduled freight trains (called 
“Comboios do Plano”) and random freight trains dictated by the needs of clients. Some of 
the scheduled freight trains have been operating as block-trains serving only one client 
between previously specified origins and destinations. 
The Entroncamento’s hump lost its significance. Hump operations stopped being 
executed. They were displaced with flat shunting operations. 
In order to gather the freight cars into the yards, the so-called “Máquina das Voltas” 
was in operation. “Máquina das Voltas” is an isolated locomotive set to operate (i.e., to 
pick up and/or set out empty and loaded freight cars) on one line or section. 
Feedback from the terrain to the administration has already been transmitted by radio. 
At the end of this period, in accordance with the daily and weekly needs of clients, 
practice has led to a production scheme characterized with longer runs of freight trains. 
This was introduced without any specific tactical planning in force.  

The Current Production Scheme - “In operation since March, 2004” 
The current production scheme is characterized with preliminary planned point-to-point 
movements and shorter runs of freight trains. The classification work is concentrated at 
fewer yards (called ”Estações de Concentração”). Freight train movement between these 
fewer formation yards is increased. With respect to the current production scheme there 
are 3 categories of freight trains. Each category has a specific function for the sake of 
provided transportation service. These categories are: 
- Circulating trains (called “Comboios de Voltas”) are local freight trains the function 
of which is to carry freight cars (both empty and loaded) from the demand origins to the 
closest formation yard. 
- “Yard-to-Yard” trains (called “Comboios de Eixo”) are those trains that carry freight 
cars (both empty and loaded) between consecutive formation yards. 
- Distributing trains (called “Comboios de Distribuição”) are also local freight trains 
the function of which is to carry freight cars (both empty and loaded) from the closest 
formation yard to the demand destinations. 
Figure 1 shows a simplified drawing of the current production scheme of freight train 
movement by CP. The differentiated formation yards are (down-up) P. Sado, Bobadela, 
Entroncamento, Pampilhosa, and Gaia. The symbol “T” indicates the routes (meaning T 
16 – Route 16, T 13 – Route 13 and so on).  The circulating and distributing trains operate 
on the same routes and on the diagram are given only as “Voltas”. The “Yard-to-Yard” 
trains operate on routes 16, 13, 8, and 4. 
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Figure 1 A simplified drawing of the current production scheme of freight train movement 
by CP (Source: “CP - Carga” Departamento de Organisações e Controlo) 
 
By this scheme CP aimed to reduce complexity and improve the utilization of its 
assets, trying to run heavier freight trains between the above-differentiated formation 
yards. The disadvantage of this scheme, however, is on the increase of operations at 
formation yards. 
The feedback from the terrain to the administration is transmitted by software product 
called “TrainOffice”.  Every railway station, where operating processes with freight trains 
are executed, is equipped with this software product. The operations staff is obliged to fill 
out the following datum: number, arrivals, departures, length and weight of freight trains, 
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number and category of freight cars, which cars are left in the station, number and series 
of locomotives, etc. 
 
4.2 Simulation of Freight Train Movement within a Network 
 
In this section we examine the freight train movement within a network of four formation 
yards. The yards are P. Sado, Entroncamento, Pampilhosa, and Gaia. We conduct the 
simulation experiment using the computer package for event simulations SIMUL 8. Let us 
be reminded that the main idea behind the simulation modelling approach is to simulate 
the train movement over the rail network by dividing the network into segments so that 
the behaviour of each segment can be analyzed separately. We implement the 
methodology developed in Section 3.2 above. The developed simulation model operates 
with huge amount of real data. The data consists of both “Railway Freight Station 
Characteristics” and “Railway Line Characteristics” and is structured for the entire 
railway network where freight train operations are performed. In creating the simulation 
model, the railway network is decomposed into segments such as dispatch and terminal 
rail yards, railway lines, formation yards, rail crossings, and passenger rail stations. Each 
of itemized segments has a different function and is codified by the adopted facility name 
and code.   
 
Simulation Model Layout 
Create m Work Entry Points named Generators (from 01 to m) to generate freight trains 
Create n Storage Areas named properly (from 01 to n) to replicate where the freight trains 
stand while waiting to be served by given railway facility 
Create l Work Centres named properly (from 01 to l) to replicate where the fulfilment of 
service of freight trains is performed by given railway facility 
Create k Work Exit Points unnamed (from 01 to k) to complete the simulation model 
layout 
One should be informed that our simulation model for examining the freight train 
movement in a network is based on traffic intensities and consists of: 
-  Generators m = 27 
-  Storage Areas n = 179 
-  Work Centres l = 317 
-  Work Exit Points k = 27 
Figure 2 shows the screenshot from the animation window of SIMUL 8 in modelling 
the freight train movement in Railway network in Portugal. The routing of freight trains 
through network components is demonstrated by arrows. According to the arrows’ courses 
one can recognize the possible paths for routing of freight trains in the network.  
 
Freight Trains’ Generation 
At the bottom of the Inter-Arrival Times options boxes of the m Created Work Entry 
Points called Generators (from 01 to m), select the Exponential distribution from the lists. 
This replicates the generation pattern of freight trains. Each Generator has a different 
Exponential Value specified by the number of freight trains that has to be generated. For 
instance, the Exponential Value of Generator01 is changed to 300; the Exponential Value 
of Generator02 is changed to 700; the Exponential Value of Generator03 is changed to 
750 and so on. 
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Figure 2 Showing the SIMUL 8’ animation widow in modelling the freight train 
movement in Railway network in Portugal 
 
Characteristics of the Components of the Railway Network 
In the shape of examples we demonstrate how the specified components of the railway 
network are considered and simulated. 
 
Dispatch/Terminal Rail Yards 
For most dispatch/terminal rail yards under study, the available tracks are less than 400 
meters. According to the operation and safety regulations of CP, the maximum length of 
the freight trains cannot exceed 500 meters because of the technical configuration of the 
railway network. Therefore, it is assumed that only one freight train at a time can occupy 
any available track in these yards. 
Dispatch/terminal rail yards are replicated by Storage Area and Work Centre. For 
instance to set up the characteristics of Dispatch/terminal rail yard “Leixões”: 
In the Storage Area dialogue box (Storage Bin Details) called QLeix, change the 
capacity to 6 to replicate the limited number of tracks in the yard 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called LeixS, set up the Timing to 75 
minutes and select the Average distribution to replicate the service time per freight trains 
in this yard 
For the service times at the dispatch/terminal rail yards, data has been collected and 
analyzed. 
 
Railway Lines and Travelling Times 
The railway lines are replicated by Work Centres. It is assumed that the time for service at 
such a Work Centre corresponds to the travelling time of freight train. For instance to set 
up the characteristics of railway line from “Gaia” to “Ovar”: 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called GaiaOvarL, set up the Timing to 30 
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minutes and select the Average distribution to replicate the travelling time of freight train 
over this line 
For the objectives of this discussion, the travelling times are taken from the actual 
timetables for the movement of freight trains. 
 
Formation Yards  
The formation yards are divided into areas (i.e., Arrival Area; Shunting Area and 
Departure Area) and each area is replicated by one Storage Area to replicate the limited 
number of area tracks and one Work Centre to replicate the service time of freight train in 
this area. For instance to set up the characteristics of formation yard “Pampilhosa”: 
In the Storage Area dialogue box (Storage Bin Details) called ArrPamQ, change the 
capacity to 2 to replicate the limited number of tracks in the Arrival Area of “Pampilhosa” 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called ArrPamS, set up the Timing-upper 
bound to 30 minutes and Timing-lower bound to 20 minutes and select the Uniform 
distribution to replicate the service time per freight trains in the Arrival Area of 
“Pampilhosa” 
In the Storage Area dialogue box (Storage Bin Details) called ShuPamQ, change the 
capacity to 4 to replicate the limited number of tracks in the Shunting Area of 
“Pampilhosa” 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called ShuPamS, set up the Timing to 40 
minutes and select the Normal distribution with standard deviation of 1.5 to replicate the 
execution of operation on shunting in the Shunting Area of “Pampilhosa” 
In the Storage Area dialogue box (Storage Bin Details) called DepPamQ, change the 
capacity to 2 to replicate the limited number of tracks in the Departure Area of 
“Pampilhosa” 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called DepPamS, set up the Timing-upper 
bound to 40 minutes and Timing-lower bound to 30 minutes and select the Uniform 
distribution to replicate the service time per freight trains in the Departure Area of 
“Pampilhosa” 
 
Rail Crossings 
Let us be reminded that the rail crossings are facilities that merge or split two or more 
railway lines. They are replicated by Work Centres. For example at “Ermesinde” three 
railway lines are merged. These are: Conc. de S. Gemil, Linha do Minho (North from 
Ermesinde and South from Ermesinde), and Linha do Douro. For the freight trains coming 
from Conc. de S. Gemil and going on Linha do Minho (South from Ermesinde) an 
inversion of the locomotive is required. Such an operation takes 20 minutes on average. 
All the other traffic is a passing traffic and there is no need of station work. Therefore, 
such cases are modelled by two Work Centres: One Work Centre to replicate the station 
work and another Work Centre to replicate the movement of passing traffic. To set up the 
characteristics of Rail Crossing “Ermesinde”: 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called SErm01, set up the Timing to 20 
minutes and select the Average distribution to replicate the execution of the required 
operation on inversion of the locomotive for the freight trains coming from Conc. de S. 
Gemil and going on Linha do Minho 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called SErm01, set up the Timing to 2 
minutes and select the Average distribution to replicate the travelling time of passing train 
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Passenger Rail Stations 
As mentioned, passenger rail stations have an auxiliary function for the rail freight 
movement. A passenger rail station is replicated by one Storage Area to replicate the 
limited number of station tracks and one Work Centre to replicate the time the freight 
train runs through this passenger rail station. The service time of Work Centre is assumed 
to be equal to the running time of freight train through the station. For instance to set up 
the characteristics of passenger rail station “Alfarelos”: 
In the Storage Area dialogue box (Storage Bin Details) called AlfQ02, change the 
capacity to 4 to replicate the limited number of tracks of the passenger rail station 
“Alfarelos” 
In the Work Centre Options dialogue box called AlfS02, set up the Timing to 2 
minutes and select the Average distribution to replicate the time the freight train runs 
through passenger rail station “Alfarelos”. 
 
Interruptions in Formation Yards 
According to the operational regulation of CP formation yards, it is written that the 
shunting work must stop when any freight train is arriving in or leaving from the yard and 
can be restarted only when the arriving freight train has terminated its move completely or 
the leaving freight train has already left the yard limits. This characteristic is replicated by 
setting up interruptions of from 3 to 5 minutes per arriving/leaving freight train at the 
Work Centres replicating the operation processes with freight trains at formation yards. 
 
Warm-up Period  
In order to avoid the transient behaviour during the simulation of freight train movement 
in the railway network and further allow the system to approach a steady state, we set up a 
Warm-up period of 4320 minutes, meaning the results collection starts after this number 
of time units. 
 
4.3 Evaluation 
 
In this section, we show how the simulation model developed for examining the freight 
train movement can be applied to analyze and evaluate production schemes. The adopted 
concept of application is but an example of how such a tool could be used. And so, the 
section is divided into two parts.  In the first part, the results obtained for the measures of 
rail freight system performance with regard to the current production scheme of CP are 
discussed. In the second part, the results obtained for the measures of rail freight system 
performance with regard to a new (improved) production scheme are discussed. The new 
production scheme has been developed in contrast to the current practices of CP. By this 
exercise, we aimed to identify such a production scheme that ensures a more rational and 
efficient allocation of “existing resources”, so that the performance of the whole system 
could be expected to ameliorate and the railway freight operator will experience improved 
efficiency in terms of capacity ensured and congestions avoided especially in the yards. In 
this context, our evaluation is based on the performance of formation yards. More 
accurately, we observe the performance of the subsystems dedicated to replicate the 
operating processes with freight trains at Arrival Areas and Shunting Areas. The measures 
of interest are: Number and waiting times of freight trains in the Storage Areas for arrival; 
the Percent of time for which the Work Centres for arrival are either awaiting work, 
working, blocked or stopped; Number and Waiting times of freight trains in the Storage 
Areas for shunting, and the Percent of time for which the Work Centres for shunting are 
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either awaiting work, working, blocked or stopped. 
 
Evaluation of the Current Production Scheme of CP 
A brief description of the current production scheme is presented in Subsection “The 
Current Production Scheme”. As seen above, this scheme is characterized with shorter 
runs of freight trains between consecutive formation yards and its disadvantage is 
expected to be on the increase of the operations with freight trains at these formation 
yards. Therefore, in evaluating the current practice of CP, our prime objective is to 
understand what the workload among the formation yards is and whether there are 
oversaturated formation yards in terms of entire railway network. 
Considering the flow production of railway freight system, the oversaturated formation 
yards malfunctioning in the network, cause “upstream/downstream” delays of freight 
trains. This is one of the main reasons for providing a service of poor quality seen in 
“freight delivery not at the appointed time”. 
Table 1 shows an extraction of results summary for the behaviour of the arrival areas 
of the formation yards in evaluating the current production scheme of CP through 
analyzing the yard subsystems’ behaviour. 
 
Table 1 An extraction of results summary for the behaviour of the arrival areas at the 
formation yards being examined. Results obtained for evaluation of the current production 
scheme of CP. 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -0,95 Average 0,95
ArrQGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Entered 23.11695 24.86667 26.61638
Average Queuing Time 4.32916 7.01225 9.69533
ArrSGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Completed 22.83408 24,80 26.76592
Waiting % 47.18334 50.88934 54.59534
Working % 39.73734 43.43929 47.14125
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 5.05997 5.67137 6.28276
ArrPamQ (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Entered 31.41707 32.93333 34.4496
Average Queuing Time 49.38958 66.85641 84.32323
ArrPamS (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Completed 31.30367 32.46667 33.62966
Waiting % 0,00 7.44616 15.22602
Working % 54.03948 56.50119 58.9629
Blocked % 21.96272 29.60008 37.23744
Stopped % 5.90385 6.45257 7.00129
ArrQEntr (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Entered 18.17676 20,40 22.62324
Average Queuing Time 3.62509 5.10759 6,59
ArrSEntr (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Completed 18.8278 20.86667 22.90554
Waiting % 56.52402 60.1641 63.80418
Working % 31.84763 35.45353 39.05942
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 3.76173 4.38238 5.00303
ArrQPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Entered 8.53825 10.46667 12.39508
Average Queuing Time 0.54018 1.04546 1.55074
ArrPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Completed 8.49446 10.53333 12,40
Waiting % 76.66022 80.13991 83.61959
Working % 14.55419 18.01644 21.47868
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 1.54371 1.84365 2.14359
An Extraction of Results Summary for the behavior of the arrival areas at the yards 
Evaluation of the current production scheme through analyzing yard behaviours
 
 
The results obtained show that there is an oversaturated system. It is the subsystem for 
arrival at Pampilhosa. The subsystems for arrival at Gaia, Entroncamento and P. Sado are 
rolling over from 40% to 50% awaiting work, while the Work Centre for arrival at 
Pampilhosa is approx. 30% blocked (Table 1). 
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Table 2 shows an extraction of results summary for the behaviour of the shunting areas 
of the formation yards in evaluating the current production scheme of CP through 
analyzing the yard subsystems’ behaviour. 
 
Table 2 An extraction of results summary for the behaviour of the shunting areas at the 
formation yards being examined. Results obtained for evaluation of the current production 
scheme of CP. 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -0,95 Average 0,95
ShuQGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Entered 22.87124 24.86667 26.86209
Average Queuing Time 13.97807 19.53521 25.09235
ShuSGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Completed 22.75959 25.06667 27.37374
Waiting % 26.73068 31.8574 36.98413
Working % 55.2437 60.61583 65.98796
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 6.62415 7.52677 8.42938
ShuPamQ (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Entered 31.48948 32.53333 33.57719
Average Queuing Time 142.04782 158.95962 175.87142
ShuPamS (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Completed 32.04972 32.4 32.75028
Waiting % 0,00 0.22708 0.55897
Working % 88.8226 89.74439 90.66618
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 9.31026 10.02854 10.74682
ShuQEntr (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Entered 18.8278 20.86667 22.90554
Average Queuing Time 0.028 0.13412 0.24024
ShuSEntr01 (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Completed 9.65642 10.73333 11.81025
Waiting % 61.58328 64.49745 67.41163
Working % 26.74731 29.57192 32.39654
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 4.68445 5.93063 7.1768
ShuSEntr02 (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Completed 9.64831 10.66667 11.68503
Waiting % 61.25341 64.40519 67.55697
Working % 25.90082 28.71548 31.53013
Blocked % 0,00 0.03649 0.11476
Stopped % 5.82873 6.84284 7.85695
ShuQPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Entered 8.56185 10,60 12.63815
Average Queuing Time 1.12965 1.93175 2.73386
ShuSPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Completed 8.44611 10,20 11.95389
Waiting % 62.527 67.6639 72.80081
Working % 23.52442 28.85723 34.19004
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 2.61403 3.47886 4,34
Evaluation of the current production scheme through analyzing yard behaviours
An Extraction of Results Summary for the behavior of the shunting areas at the yards 
 
 
It should be noted that according to the current practice of CP, there are two yard 
crews in operation at Entroncamento formation yard. Therefore, in the simulation model 
the shunting area at Entroncamento is modelled by one Storage Area to replicate the 
limited number of tracks and two Work Centres to replicate the performance of the two 
yard crews in operation. Our simulation model demonstrates that the two crews are 
characterized with almost the same work regimes (Table 2). This is a proof that our 
simulation model corresponds well to the behaviour of the real systems. 
According to the results obtained and shown in Table 2, one observes no blocking at 
subsystems dedicated to shunting. However, at “Pampilhosa” one observes approx. 90% 
working and approx. 10% stopped shunting (Table 2). The significantly high percent is 
caused by the fact that the yard crew is overloaded working on the border of its capacity, 
and stops working only when an arrival (and/or leaving) of freight trains occur. This also 
explains the blocking occurred at the previous subsystem dedicated to freight train arrivals 
in the fluid throughput line at the yard “Pampilhosa”. 
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Consequently the oversaturated formation yard appears to be Pampilhosa, due to the 
fact that the arrival rate of approaching traffic is higher than the service rate of the yard 
and the inbound traffic cannot be accommodated in the arrival area and further processed 
seamlessly by the yard crew. 
Ameliorating the performance of Pampilhosa in terms of network-based business 
could be achieved by either reduction and/or reallocation, to the extent possible, of the 
workload among other formation yards. This requires a new policy at tactical planning 
level to be launched based on analyses and new decisions for traffic distribution and 
freight car routing over the network to be made. 
 
A New Production Scheme 
A new production scheme for providing the freight transportation service has been 
developed based on a stepwise method. It implements a different tactical approach (i.e., 
different than the usual practices of CP) for serving the originated freight car blocks and 
further fulfilling the freight transportation service by rail.  
In particular, our aim was to optimize the empty freight car movement and further 
identify those freight car flows that may bypass and avoid processing at some formation 
yards and thus facilitate and ameliorate the yards performance in terms of network.  
In order to develop a new production scheme that can fit plausibly to the organization 
of railway freight transportation by CP a number of steps has been followed.  
These are: 
-1 analyze the client demand 
-2 identify origins/destinations of high/low demand 
-3 satisfy the client demand with empty freight cars in accordance with optimal empty 
balancing in terms of network-based business [14] 
-4 compare with the current practices 
-5 identify the changes (“improvements”) 
-5.1 changes through the movement of empty freight cars set 
-5.2 changes through the freight car routing set 
-5.3 changes through the regrouping policy set 
-6 form bypassing freight trains 
-7 consider the cyclic queue in Process of freight Train Making [1] [7] [13] and the 
maximum processing capacity of the formation yards 
-8 specify the workload among the formation yards 
-9 set the new production scheme 
The logic of new production scheme is based on longer freight train runs. We 
developed a new grouping policy as our concept was to serve in bulk, to the extent 
possible those clients that require one and the same demand destination. By such an 
exercise the freight train is made up over the line, and runs straight towards the 
unloading/loading terminal without entering the formation yards. 
 Some of the benefits of the new production scheme are verified by implementing the 
above described simulation model for examining the freight train movement in a network. 
Again we look at the subsystems’ performance of the four formation yards being 
examined, i.e.: Gaia, Pampilhosa, Entroncamento and P Sado. 
Table 3 and Table 4 show extractions of results summary for the behaviour of the 
arrival and shunting areas of the formation yards in evaluating the new production scheme 
through analyzing the yard subsystems’ behaviour. 
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Table 3 An extraction of results summary for the behaviour of the arrival areas at the 
formation yards being examined. Results obtained for evaluation of the new production 
scheme. 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -0,95 Average 0,95
ArrQGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Entered 23.49834 25,60 27.70166
Average Queuing Time 5.15998 7.34047 9.52096
ArrSGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Completed 23.25558 25.66667 28.07776
Waiting % 45.1337 49.39524 53.65679
Working % 40.61221 44.93339 49.25457
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 5.05997 5.67137 6.28276
ArrPamQ (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Entered 24.02283 25,67 27.3105
Average Queuing Time 4.99362 8.24821 11.50279
ArrPamS (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Completed 23.54892 25.53333 27.51775
Waiting % 45.74558 49.10258 52.45958
Working % 40.75776 43.88205 47.00634
Blocked % 0,00 0.56281 1.59849
Stopped % 5.90385 6.45257 7.00129
ArrQEntr (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Entered 18.20903 20,80 23.39097
Average Queuing Time 3.70363 5.27776 6.85188
ArrSEntr (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Completed 19.05301 21.33333 23.61366
Waiting % 55.35812 59.35455 63.35097
Working % 32.23704 36.26308 40.28912
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 3.76173 4.38238 5.00303
ArrQPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Entered 8.59592 10,47 12.33742
Average Queuing Time 0.49077 1.16838 1.84598
ArrPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Completed 8.60531 10,60 12.59469
Waiting % 76.8294 80.13892 83.44844
Working % 14.73273 18.01743 21.30213
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 1.54371 1.84365 2.14359
Evaluation of the new production scheme through analyzing yard behaviours
An Extraction of Results Summary for the behavior of the arrival areas at the yards 
 
 
Table 4 An extraction of results summary for the behaviour of the shunting areas at the 
formation yards being examined. Results obtained for evaluation of the new production 
scheme. 
Simulation Object Performance Measure -0,95 Average 0,95
ShuQGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Entered 23.25558 25.66667 28.07776
Average Queuing Time 14.79996 23.65911 32.51825
ShuSGaia (Gaia) Freight Trains Completed 23.44285 26.33333 29.22381
W aiting % 22.10708 28.74656 35.38603
W orking % 56.99898 63.72668 70.45437
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 6.62415 7.52677 8.42938
ShuPamQ (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Entered 23.54892 25.53333 27.51775
Average Queuing Time 19.72515 37.29067 54.85619
ShuPamS (Pampilhosa) Freight Trains Completed 23.33144 25.26667 27.20189
W aiting % 14.7652 19.70044 24.63568
W orking % 65.33132 70.27102 75.21073
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 9.31026 10.02854 10.74682
ShuQEntr (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Entered 19.05301 21.33333 23.61366
Average Queuing Time 0.04548 0.15219 0.25891
ShuSEntr01 (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Completed 9.95335 11,00 12.04665
W aiting % 60.92661 63.83685 66.74708
W orking % 27.14597 30.07589 33.00581
Blocked % 0,00 0.15663 0.46654
Stopped % 4.68445 5.93063 7.1768
ShuSEntr02 (Entroncamento) Freight Trains Completed 9.33014 10,60 11.86986
W aiting % 60.50026 63.87022 67.24019
W orking % 25.95675 29.22304 32.48934
Blocked % 0,00 0.06389 0.20094
Stopped % 5.82873 6.84284 7.85695
ShuQPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Entered 8.67344 10.66667 12.65989
Average Queuing Time 1.02301 1.95535 2,89
ShuSPSado (Praias Sado) Freight Trains Completed 8.22424 10.06667 11.90909
W aiting % 62.74596 67.82015 72.89434
W orking % 23.43449 28.70099 33.96748
Blocked % 0,00 0,00 0,00
Stopped % 2.61403 3.47886 4,34
Evaluation of the new production scheme through analyzing yard behaviours
An Extraction of Results Summary for the behavior of the shunting areas at the yards 
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In analyzing the results obtained for evaluation of the new production scheme, no 
oversaturated system at formation yards being examined is observed (Table 3 and Table 
4). The problem at “Pampilhosa” formation yard is overcome by a reduction of about 22% 
in the number of freight trains entered. 
 
4.4 Validations 
 
In this section, we validate some of the benefits of the new production scheme by a 
comparison with the current production scheme of CP through aggregate measures of yard 
subsystems’ performance. The results obtained are summarized in Table 5 and further 
depicted on Figure 3.   
We observe production figures and factors, such as: 
-Total Freight Trains Entered at Arrival Areas of Formation Yards (TTAAEnt) 
-Total Average Queuing Time in Arrival Areas of Formation Yards (TAAQu) 
-Total Freight Trains Completed in Arrival Areas of Formation Yards, (TTAACom) 
-Total Freight Trains Entered at Shunting Areas of Formation Yards, (TTSAEnt) 
-Total Average Queuing Time in Shunting Areas of Formation Yards, (TSAQu) 
-Total Freight Trains Completed in Shunting Areas of Formation Yards, (TTSACom) 
-Total Freight Trains Completed to Total Freight Trains Entered in Arrival Areas of 
Formation Yards, (
TTAAEnt
TTAACom ) 
-Total Freight Trains Completed to Total Freight Trains Entered in Shunting Areas of 
Formation Yards, (
TTSAEnt
TTSACom ) 
 
Table 5 “New production scheme versus Current production scheme” - Validations of 
some of the benefits observed (in %) through Aggregate Measures of Yards’ Subsystems 
Performances. 
Observed Production Figure and Factors Abbreviations Current Production 
Scheme
New Production 
Scheme
Benefits Observed
Total Freight Trains Entered at Arrival Areas of Formation Yards TTAAEnt 89 83 7%
Total Average Queuing Time in Arrival Areas of Formation Yards TAAQu 80 22 72%
Total Freight Trains Completed in Arrival Areas of Formation Yards TTAACom 89 83 7%
Total Freight Trains Entered at Shunting Areas of Formation Yards TTSAEnt 89 83 7%
Total Average Queuing Time in Shunting Areas of Formation Yards TSAQu 181 63 65%
Total Freight Trains Completed in Shunting Areas of Formation Yards TTSACom 89 83 7%
Total Freight Trains Completed to Total Freight Trains Entered in Arrival
Areas of Formation Yards
1 1  -
Total Freight Trains Completed to Total Freight Trains Entered in
Shunting Areas of Formation Yards
1 1  -
Validations of the benefits (in %) through Aggregate Measures of Yards’ subsystems Performances
(New Production Scheme versus Current Production Scheme)
 
TTAAEnt
TTAACom
 
TTSAEnt
TTSACom
 
 
Looking at the results obtained and summarized in Table 5 and further illustrated on 
Figure 3, one can make a straightforward conclusion.  
In the Current production scheme 89 freight trains enter the Arrival areas of formation 
yards. This causes the total average waiting (queuing) time in Arrival areas per freight 
train to come up to 80 minutes. Furthermore, this phenomenon causes approximately 181 
minutes total waiting (queuing) time on average in Shunting areas per freight train, 
awkward situation. 
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Figure 3 Illustrating Validations of some of the benefits of the new production scheme 
with respect to the current production scheme through observed production figures and 
factors 
 
In the New production scheme 83 freight trains enter the arrival areas of formation 
yards. In such a situation the total average waiting (queuing) time in Arrival areas per 
freight train adds up to 22 minutes. Furthermore, the total waiting (queuing) time on 
average in Shunting areas per freight train falls down to 63 minutes. Consequently, with a 
7% reduction on freight trains entered the Arrival areas of formation yards, the railway 
freight operator under study will experience a 72% reduction on total average waiting 
(queuing) time in Arrival areas and a further 65% reduction on total average waiting 
(queuing) time in Shunting areas per freight train. 
5 Conclusions 
5.1 Contribution 
 
The major contribution that can be identified as the core of this paper is the development 
of a simulation modelling methodology for analysing freight train movement in a network 
of formation yards and the implementation of event simulation platform to replicate and 
evaluate the railway freight system performance, in particular the performances of 
formation yards and further provide detailed information for adequate decision-making of 
tactical planning at macro level. In this paper, macro level deals with a railway network of 
four formation yards. 
 
5.2 Further Research 
 
The simulation model developed is based on traffic intensities where stationary freight 
train arrivals are assumed. In practice, especially in case of scheduled operations, the 
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freight train arrivals are subordinated to non-stationary regimes. Therefore, a more precise 
quasi steady state analysis is suggested. 
Furthermore, a finer calibration of the model parameters is suggested to be undertaken, 
e.g., working with freight cars in lieu of freight trains will provide adequate evaluation 
when one aims to scrutinize routing in car scheduling schemes. 
Also, a better precision of the model parameters could be achieved by implementation 
of hybrid techniques combining event simulation modelling and analytical queueing 
analysers involving general distributions e.g.. 
It should be noted that our analysis only provides relative comparison of the measures 
of subsystem performance and the evaluation is based on time factors. Therefore, analyses 
on economical impact by measuring the monetary values of economies of time generated 
by freight car blocks bypassing some formation yards are suggested. 
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